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Tiivistelmä

Large engine low frequency exhaust noise is one of the key sources of envi-

ronmental annoyances, especially when the residential area is nearby har-

bour, power plant, or industrial factory. There is lack of worldwide standard

defining how and where exactly the noise should be measured, especially for

in-duct noise in the exhaust pipeline system. The limitations in regulations

related to this subject are rather local, i.e. different by countries or areas. One

of the reasons behind is believed to be that the low frequency noise is indeed

difficult to be measured in a simple way with high accuracy and reliability.

Wärtsilä has over decade of exhaust noise experience and recently in cooper-

ation with VTT even deeper investigation about exhaust noise has been

made. In this paper, the challenges of exhaust noise measurement are re-

vealed and the benefit of utilizing the combination of engine performance

software and finite element method software for exhaust noise calculation is

demonstrated. The importance of pipeline system influence to the measured

exhaust noise level is addressed. Exhaust pipeline resonances influenced by

exhaust gas temperature will be explained in detail.

1 BACKGROUND

Engine exhaust noise has low frequency feature and for most people it becomes annoying

as long as it can be heard. Wärtsilä has decades of experience on this topic. At the begin-

ning of 90's this low frequency thumping caused lots of problems in Turku and Vaasa

during long running test periods. It was found that wrong types exhaust noise silencers

were used. Power plant started co-operation with Danish company ODS (Ødegaard &

Danneskiold-Samsøe). Together with JTK Power the right types of silencers were devel-

oped, after which most of the problems were solved. The entire project took about 3

years’ time. During that time, it was also clear that basic noise training courses were

needed. In 1996 Wärtsilä published the first training materials for the salesmen and de-

signers. Wärtsilä have kept these basic noise courses more than 15 years for employees.

In 1997 Wärtsilä introduced the world’s largest 4 stroke medium speed diesel engine,

Wärtsilä 6L64 (with cylinder bore diameter of cylinder 64cm and output of 2MW per

cylinder). New type of exhaust silencer was designed. After the first testing, people
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working in the office had the common feeling that the noise could not be heard but can be

felt. The firing frequency was 17Hz, which you can't hear but feel. Many big windows

vibrated because of the exhaust wave pulses. The problem was solved by a resonator. Af-

ter this case most of the laboratory exhaust silencers were reformed [1].

For the measurement in duct line, at the beginning the Brüel & Kjær exhaust probe was

used, but it was quite sensitive of high temperature. Many times, the probe was burned.

In 1996 first time we lead the exhaust gas to the air directly by removing the exhaust si-

lencer. Of course, the whole city of Vaasa heard this measurement, Figure 1.

Figure 1: Exhaust noise measurement by removing the silencer, 1996.

The new exhaust silencers were developed and designed by Alpo Halme in 1999. First

time also the attenuation curve was measured. These silencers are still in use. In 2002

Wärtsilä started co-operation with Claes-Göran Johansson from ABB Västerås and prof.

Mats Åbom from KTH (Royal Institute of Technology). The new type of exhaust probe

was developed, sc. SESAM probe. With this probe it was easy to measure the exhaust

noise level after turbo charger [2-4]. Flow noise was also tested at KTH, Figure 2.

Figure 2: Flow noise test at KTH, Stockholm.

From those days Wärtsilä could produce reliable exhaust noise source data to our cus-

tomers and for silencer manufacturers. From 2003 Wärtsilä started new and very interest-

ing co-operation with JTK Power to develop even better silencers. New measurement

systems for obtaining attenuation curve of the silencers were developed together with

ABB. One M.Sc. project has been working on this issue.
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2 RECENT RESEARCH

In recent decade, exhaust noise has become more and more important because the aware-

ness of people’s comfort has increased. Noise is seriously taken as one of the most im-

portant sources for environmental pollution. For environmental noise control, Wärtsilä

has installed noise monitors on factory roofs to examine the noise situation near the pipe-

lines, and the results have been published in quite many conferences [5-6].

Moreover, from experience it is known that the measurement of exhaust noise in duct line

may have quite much uncertainties, especially when a single sensor is used on a duct line

with complex geometry. To avoid smooth out pipeline geometry influence, the measure-

ment needs to be taken at multiple locations along the duct line. To get the netto source

strength and load impedance, two microphones are needed at the same time. Finally, to

get the pipeline independent source strength and source impedance, two microphones

need to measure at multiple acoustic load conditions, e.g. various pipelines [7]. This is a

bit unfeasible for real industrial environment but can be done by software.

In the most recent years Wärtsilä started exhaust noise simulation by GT-Suite and mod-

elling the complete duct line for some cases with FEM software, e.g. Actran or VA One.

This is done in close cooperation with VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland), as

well as FFT (Free Field Technologies). Recent work has been published worldwide [8].

3 EXHAUST NOISE MEASUREMENT

At low frequencies, most of the exhaust noise energy is in the plane wave region. In case

of medium speed engines with large exhaust pipeline, the plane wave region is normally

below 200 Hz. Measurement locations and typical noise spectra are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Left, six measurement locations for exhaust noise after turbocharger outlet and
before exhaust silencer; Right, typical exhaust noise spectra in the pipeline.

Exhaust noise is measured by a probe microphone inserting through the pre-drilled holes

on the duct to obtain the in-duct noise level. The in-house measurement method with six

points has been used over decade in Wärtsilä. The idea of measuring six locations before

the first exhaust silencer is to get a decent average spatially for the levels of the octave

band center frequencies in the plane wave region. Since the engines are 4-strokes, the

noise peaks in the spectra typically will have 0.5 order intervals.

As mentioned earlier, the measurement has many uncertainty factors, e.g. pipeline geom-

etry, flow influence, exhaust temperature change and sensor reliability etc. To get better

20dB
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understanding of the pipeline resonance influence to measured results, in addition to con-

stant speed measurement one should also do the speed sweep measurement. An example

of W9L34DF (dual-fuel) speed sweep is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Left, engine speed, load, turbine speed and exhaust temperature curves during
W9L34DF speed sweep 760-600rpm at 50% load; Right, total in-duct noise level varia-
tion during sweep at one measurement location.

During the sweep 760-600rpm, exhaust temperature had a variation of about 50 Celsius.

The total in-duct noise level had a variation about 16dB. For a constant load, 16dB varia-

tion is considerably large. Further, the noise spectra are plotted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Upper, in-duct sound noise level in contour plot for the speed sweep; Lower,
peak-hold spectrum [8].

As known, the sound speed changes with temperature. Thus, with unchanged geometry of

a pipeline, the resonant frequencies of standing waves will change accordingly. In the

contour plot one may see the forward-slash lines representing the resonances of the pipe-

line, and the backslash lines are the exhaust noise peaks for various engine orders. When

the engine order lines come across with pipeline resonance lines, high noise level will

occur, in case of which the measured level is an overestimate. It can also happen that the

engine order lines come across with anti-resonance lines, in case of which the measured

level is an underestimate. In other words, at constant load and certain speed condition, the

measured noise spectrum in pipeline is not reliable due to the influence of pipeline reso-

nances. In the peak-hold spectra one can also see that at 50 Hz as an example having the

16dB
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highest noise level. This is due to exhaust noise at engine order 4.5 has encountered with

one of the pipeline resonances, marked out by green oval.

4 EXHAUST NOISE SIMULATION

In cooperation with VTT, one of the diesel test cell pipelines in Wärtsilä Vaasa factory

was simulated by using FEM tools for acoustic purpose during 2018. The results of simu-

lation were later compared with measurements, Figure 6-7.

Figure 6: Simulated sound fields resonances examples.

Figure 7: Measured (solid red) and simulated (dotted blue) level differences (NR) be-
tween RC1 and CC3.

Couple of interesting results are presented in Figure 9 as examples. At 26 Hz there is the

first sound power maxima due to the inlet pipe and around 49 Hz there is also a clear

global resonance of the system. Moreover, another way is to compare level differences

(Noise Reduction, NR) between points. This quantity should be independent of excita-

tion. A comparison of simulated and measured NR between two locations RC1 and CC3

is shown in Figure 10. In general, the simulation result corresponds well with measure-

ment results, especially at low frequencies (<100 Hz). At higher frequencies the reso-

nances and anti-resonances are not so clear in measurement as in simulation. Probable

causes to difference between measurement and simulation results are convection of sound

in flow, temperature and damping to mention a few. For the flow-induced sound, its gen-

eration was not modelled [8].
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5 SUMMARIES

Over years Wärtsilä has increased in-house knowledge, developed measurement technol-

ogy, and improved simulation method for the topic of large engine exhaust noise. It is

already well known that low frequency in-duct exhaust noise measurement may have

high uncertainties in the result due to various factors, e.g. flow influence, pipeline geome-

try caused resonances, temperature change, and reflected waves etc. To achieve reliable

results for customers and silencer designers, simulation is a powerful tool to be used to-

gether with measurements. One of the biggest advantages of simulation is the result will

not be influenced by flow. Besides, all controllable parameters can be optimized.

The engine source data can be achieved by using GT-Suite, after which the whole pipe-

line can be simulated by FEM tools or other 1D software. Especially for the GT-Suite

simulation, it was found out that correct setup for crucial parameters as well as turbo-

charger map is important for the result accuracy.
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